AKUREYRI

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AT A GLANCE

THE GATEWAY TO NORTH ICELAND
Akureyri International Airport is one of four international airports
in Iceland and the only one located in North Iceland. It is open all
year round. There are four to nine daily flights to Reykjavik, good
connections to other destinations in Iceland as well as scheduled
flights to Greenland.
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CHARTER FLIGHTS TO VARIOUS
DESTINATIONS
Charter flights are available to destinations in Iceland
and overseas, with travel agencies offering direct flights
to several destinations including Stockholm, Dublin,
Riga, Ljubljana, Tenerife and Alicante.

SERVICES AT THE AIRPORT
• Four car rentals are located at the airport, Hertz, Avis,
Europcar and Thrifty.
• A bistro is located in the terminal oﬀering food,
snacks and drinks.
• Air Iceland takes care of ground handling at the airport.
• Arctic Maintenance oﬀers maintenance for aircrafts
located at the airport.
• Akureyri International Airport is the center for
ambulance and emergency flights in Iceland.
• Akureyri Aviation Academy is located at the airport.
• Duty Free shopping for international travelers.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Akureyri International Airport has one runway, 2,400 m
long, 45 m wide and can safely accommodate the largest
airplanes.
The airport is controlled by highly qualified air traffic
controllers (ATC). The approach control equipment and
lighting system is up to the highest standards and
include LOC, ILS and GPS approaches.

Akureyri airport has scheduled flights to Reykjavik,
Greenland and good connections to other destinations in Iceland. The airport is well located between
Europe and US for international flights.

The fire and rescue service at the airport is in accordance
with ICAO category 5 and can be raised to category 7 on
request. There are always at least three (cat 5) to five
(cat 7) employees on firefighting duty.
Akureyri International Airport is located in North Iceland
which demands excellent winter services. The airport is
very well equipped for snow removal and is open all year
round.
Further information can be found on
www.akureyriairport.is

NATURE, CULTURE AND CAFÉS
With 18,000 inhabitants, Akureyri is by far the most
populated town in Iceland outside of the capital area. The
town is full of cafés, restaurants and activities but still
remains small enough to offer the quiet of the countryside. Akureyri is a favorite among tourists, both foreign
and Icelandic which arrive to the town by air, car and sea.
The town has picturesque nature in all directions and
offers endless opportunities for entertainment and
outdoor recreation, such as skiing, bathing in geothermal
swimming pools, a nature bath, the colorful Northern
Lights in the winter and Midnight Sun in the summer.
North Iceland is an, enchanting region, where you can find
all of Iceland's attractive aspects. Within an hour driving
radius from Akureyri, you can visit villages and islands,
climb mountains, see hot springs, waterfalls and glacial
rivers or explore volcanic craters, extraordinary
landscape and other geological features.
For further information about the town and the area see
http://www.northiceland.is/
isavia@isavia.is
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